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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10093-10056
1. LICOOKY-1 received letter from LINLUCK written 9 Oct.

LINLUCK said he told 3 Oct by MEKI EMB PARI his application for MEKI visa sent PRES. LOPEZ MATEOS was forwarded MINGOB for solution.

Commented does not expect favorable reply and if none received by 22 Oct will take Sabena flight for MEKI.

2. He requests LICOOKY-1 buy ticket for him for MEKI-TAPACHULA.

Plus about thirty extra dollars. In event he not allowed stay MEKI.

In latter case will try enter GUAJ.

3. LICOOKY-1 on own trying arrange permission for LINLUCK stay in MEKI until doubtful successful.